DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

International Trade Administration


Corrosion-Resistant Carbon Steel Flat Products From Germany and the Republic of Korea: Revocation of Antidumping and Countervailing Duty Orders

AGENCY: Import Administration. International Trade Administration, Department of Commerce.

SUMMARY: As a result of the determinations by the International Trade Commission (the “ITC”) that revocation of the antidumping duty ("AD") orders on corrosion-resistant carbon steel flat products ("CORE") from Germany and the Republic of Korea ("Korea") and the countervailing duty ("CVD") order on CORE from Korea would not be likely to lead to the continuation or recurrence of material injury to an industry in the United States, the Department of Commerce (the "Department") is revoking these AD and CVD orders.

DATES: Effective Date: February 14, 2012.


SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:

Background

On January 3, 2012, pursuant to section 751(c) of the Tariff Act of 1930, as amended ("the Act"), the Department initiated the third sunset reviews of the AD orders on CORE from Germany and Korea and the CVD order on CORE from Korea. On January 4, 2012, pursuant to section 752 of the Act, the ITC instituted the third sunset reviews of the AD orders on CORE from Germany and Korea and the CVD order on CORE from Korea.

As a result of its reviews, on May 10, 2012 and December 6, 2012, respectively, the Department found that revocation of the CVD order would be likely to lead to continuation or recurrence of a countervailable subsidy and the AD orders would likely lead to continuation or recurrence of dumping. The Department thus notified the ITC of the magnitude of the margins of dumping and the subsidy rates likely to prevail were the orders revoked.

On March 11, 2013, the ITC published its determination, pursuant to section 751(c) of the Act, that revocation of the AD and CVD orders on CORE from Germany and Korea would not be likely to lead to the continuation or recurrence of material injury within a reasonably foreseeable time.

Scope of the Orders

The products subject to the orders include flat-rolled carbon steel products, of rectangular shape, either clad, plated, or coated with corrosion-resistant metals such as zinc, aluminum, or zinc-, aluminum-, nickel- or iron-based alloys, whether or not corrugated or painted, varnished or coated with plastics or other nonmetallic substances in addition to the metallic coating, in coils (whether or not in successively superimposed layers) and of a width of 0.5 inch or greater, or in straight lengths which, if of a thickness less than 0.75 mm, are of a width of 0.5 inch or greater and which measures at least 10 times the thickness, or if of a thickness of 0.45 mm or more, are of a width which exceeds 150 mm and measures at least twice the thickness, as currently classifiable in the Harmonized Tariff Schedule of the United States ("HTSUS") under item numbers: 7210.30.0030, 7210.30.0060, 7210.40.0000, 7210.40.0090, 7210.60.0000, 7210.60.0090, 7210.70.0000, 7210.70.0090, 7210.90.1000, 7210.90.4000, 7210.90.6000, 7210.90.9000, 7212.20.0000, 7212.30.0000, 7212.30.1000, 7212.30.1000, 7212.30.3000, 7212.30.5000, 7212.40.1000, 7212.40.5000, 7212.50.0000, 7212.60.0000, 7215.90.1000, 7215.90.3000, 7215.90.5000, 7217.20.1500, 7217.30.1500, 7217.30.3000, 7217.90.5030, 7217.90.5060, and 7217.90.5090.

See Certain Corrosion-Resistant Carbon Steel Flat Products From Korea: Final Results of Full Sunset Review, 77 FR 72827 (December 6, 2012).

Included in the orders are flat-rolled products of nonrectangular cross-section where such cross-section is achieved subsequent to the rolling process (i.e., products which have been “worked after rolling”)—for example, products which have been beveled or rounded at the edges.

Excluded from the scope of the orders are flat-rolled steel products either plated or coated with tin, lead, chromium, chromium oxides, both tin and lead ("terne plate"), or both chromium and chromium oxides ("tin-free steel"), whether or not painted, varnished or coated with plastics or other nonmetallic substances in addition to the metallic coating. Also excluded from the scope of the orders are clad products in straight lengths of 0.1875 inch or more in composite thickness and of a width which exceeds 150 mm and measures at least twice the thickness. Also excluded from the scope of the orders are certain clad stainless flat-rolled products, which are three-layered corrosion-resistant carbon steel flat-rolled products less than 4.75 mm in composite thickness that consist of a carbon steel flat-rolled product clad on both sides with stainless steel in a 20%-60%-20% ratio.

Further, the Department made three changed circumstances determination with respect to the order on Germany. The Department partially revoked the order with respect to deep-drawing carbon steel strip, roll-clad on both sides with aluminum (AlSi) foils in accordance with ST3 LG as to EN 10139/10140. The Department also partially revoked the order with respect to certain clad stainless steel products from Germany, meeting the following description: electrolytically zinc coated flat steel products, with a coating mass between 35 and 72 grams per meter squared on each side; with a thickness range of 0.67 mm or more but not more than 2.95 mm and width 817 mm or more but not over 1830 mm; having the following chemical composition (percent by weight): carbon not over 0.08, silicon not over 0.25, manganese not over 0.9, phosphorous not over 0.025, sulfur not over 0.012, chromium not over 0.25, nickel not over 1.25, and lead not over 0.01.

See Notice of Final Results of Changed Circumstances Antidumping Duty and Countervailing Duty Reviews and Revocation of Orders In Part: Certain Corrosion-Resistant Carbon Steel Flat Products From Germany, 64 FR 51292 (September 22, 1999).

See Notice of Final Results of Antidumping Duty Changed Circumstances Reviews and Revocation of Orders In Part: Certain Corrosion-Resistant Carbon Steel Flat Products From Canada and Germany, 71 FR 14498 (March 22, 2006).
not over 0.1, titanium not over 0.005 and niobium not over 0.05; with a minimum yield strength of 310 Mpa and a minimum tensile strength of 390 Mpa; additionally coated on one or both sides with an organic coating containing not less than 30 percent and not more than 60 percent zinc and free of hexavalent chrome.7

The HTSUS subheadings are provided for convenience and customs purposes. The written description remains dispositive as to the scope of the product coverage.

Revocation

As a result of the determinations by the ITIC that revocation of these AD and CVD orders would not be likely to lead to continuation or recurrence of material injury to an industry in the United States, pursuant to section 751(d)(2) of the Act, the Department is revoking the AD order on CORE from Germany and the AD and CVD orders on CORE from Korea. Pursuant to section 751(d)(2) of the Act and 19 CFR 351.222(i)(2)(i), the effective date of revocation is February 14, 2012 (i.e., the fifth anniversary of the effective date of publication in the Federal Register of the previous continuation of these orders).8

Cash Deposits and Assessment of Duties

The Department will notify U.S. Customs and Border Protection ("CBP"), 15 days after publication of this notice, to terminate the suspension of liquidation and to discontinue the collection of cash deposits on entries of the subject merchandise, entered or withdrawn from warehouse, on or after February 14, 2012. The Department will further instruct CBP to refund with interest all cash deposits on entries made on or after February 14, 2012. Entries of subject merchandise prior to the effective date of revocation will continue to be subject to suspension of liquidation and antidumping and/or countervailing duty deposit requirements and assessments. The Department will complete any pending or requested administrative reviews of these orders covering entries prior to February 14, 2012.

Administrative Protective Order

This notice also serves as the only reminder to parties subject to administrative protective order ("APO") of their responsibility concerning the return/destruction or conversion to judicial protective order of proprietary information disclosed under APO in accordance with 19 CFR 351.305(a)(3). Failure to comply is a violation of the APO which may be subject to sanctions. These five-year (sunset) reviews and notice are in accordance with section 751(d)(2) the Act and published pursuant to section 777(i)(1) of the Act.

Dated: March 12, 2013.

Paul Piquado,
Assistant Secretary for Import Administration.

BILLING CODE 3510–05–P

DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
United States Patent and Trademark Office

Privacy Act of 1974; System of Records


ACTION: Notice of amendment of Privacy Act system of records.

SUMMARY: In accordance with the requirements of the Privacy Act of 1974, as amended, the United States Patent and Trademark Office (USPTO) is amending the system of records currently listed under “COMMERCE/ PAT–TM–2 Complaints, Investigations and Disciplinary Proceedings Relating to Registered Patent Attorneys and Agents.” This action is being taken to update the Privacy Act notice. We invite the public to comment on the amendments noted in this publication.

DATES: Written comments must be received no later than April 18, 2013. The amendments will become effective as proposed on April 18, 2013, unless the USPTO receives comments that would result in a contrary determination.

ADDRESSES: You may submit written comments by any of the following methods:

• Email: OEDRecords@uspto.gov. Include “Privacy Act PAT–TM–2 comment” in the subject line of the message.
• Fax: (571) 273–0074, marked to the attention of the Deputy General Counsel for Enrollment and Discipline and Director of the Office of Enrollment and Discipline, United States Patent and Trademark Office, Mail Stop OED, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313–1450.
• Mail: Deputy General Counsel for Enrollment and Discipline and Director of the Office of Enrollment and Discipline, United States Patent and Trademark Office, Mail Stop OED, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313–1450.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: Deputy General Counsel for Enrollment and Discipline and Director of the Office of Enrollment and Discipline, United States Patent and Trademark Office, Mail Stop OED, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313–1450. (571) 272–4097.

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: The United States Patent and Trademark Office (USPTO) is giving notice of an amendment to a system of records that is subject to the Privacy Act of 1974. This system of records maintains information on attorneys and agents who are, or have been, registered or recognized to practice before the USPTO in patent matters; attorneys engaged in practice before the USPTO in trademark and other non-patent matters; and applicants and former applicants for such registration or recognition to practice. The Privacy Act notice is being updated with additional departmental information for the system manager. The descriptions of the categories of individuals covered by the system and the purpose of the system have been revised to clarify that the system includes records for registered, recognized, and authorized practitioners. The description of the routine uses of records maintained in the system has been updated to include use in law enforcement, audits and oversight activities, and distribution to contractors, all uses commonly published in other agency system of records notices. The description of retrievability has been revised to indicate that records may be retrieved by indicators other than name and registration number.


---

7 See Notice of Final Results of Antidumping Duty Changed Circumstances Review and Revocation of Order In Part: Certain Corrosion-Resistant Carbon Steel Flat Products from Germany, 71 FR 66163 (November 13, 2006).
8 See Continuation Pursuant to Second Five-Year ("Sunset") Reviews of Antidumping and Countervailing Duty Orders: Certain Corrosion-Resistant Carbon Steel Flat Products from Germany and Korea, 72 FR 7869 (February 14, 2007).